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Just say "no" to piles of sticky notes with your passwords and logins!A timely and valuable resource

in the "Age of the Hacker." This essential notebook maintains your personal and financial safety.

Record the necessarily complex passwords and user log-in names required to thwart hackers.This

time- and headache-saving logbook has numerous tabbed alphabetical pages to make looking up a

website address--and its corresponding log-in(s) and password(s) - easy to manage. It fits within a

purse or briefcase, if you need to take it with you. Each entry has multiple locations to note

new/changing log-ins or passwords, some notes about creating user names and passwords,

Internet safety tips, locations to record software and hardware license numbers, home and business

network settings, and more.For the ultimate in online safety, follow these tips:-- Forget the

dictionary.-- Never use the same password twice.-- The longer your password, the longer it will take

to crack.-- Just "jam" on your keyboard to create an entirely random password.-- Store your

password off the computer.With this book, create and keep unique and difficult passwords and

log-in names with ease!
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Good size (easy to hide), 5 passwords per site, and plenty of room per letter of the alphabet. Some

of the various reviews of similar products indicate the desire that every logbook have ever possible

feature, somehow be a great price, and somehow not be the size of a novel. This one does a great

job and meets all my needs.



The book is just ok. It arrived with the outer jacket (the black jacket with the white words on it) totally

on the back of the book on the back cover. So when I opened the book the book was actually

upside down. The ISBN number label was in the front outside of the book. The whole thing was just

wrong. I had to "operate" on the book by removing the sticky ISBN label (which torn apart in the

process). Then carefully remove the snug fitting black jacket and orientate it from the back cover of

the book to the front cover of the book before I presented it to my husband. This was a lot of WORK

for a new book. I just do not know what happened-perhaps it was made on a Friday. If it were not for

that I would give it a 4 star. It is a bit smaller than I had anticipated, but that is my issue not the

books. Do note---once a person REMOVES the black jacket with the white words on it, there is

nothing on the book anywhere that tells the front from the back of the book (unless your ISBN

sticker was correctly placed). It is a non-descript book which can be good or bad. Perhaps good if

you are hiding your passwords.

Keep track of all of your Usernames, Passwords and other pertinent account information with this

Logbook. With indexed tabs from A-Z, this Logbook is extremely easy to use and will eliminate all of

those little pieces of paper with your Passwords on them. Also, special sections for your WiFi

information, ISP information, Other Software and their Key Codes, etc. Highly recommended!

This is so handy and keeps addresses and passwords at my fingertips. It is quality material, offers

plenty of space for writing and has extra pages for notes. I like it.

Perfect lil password book!

Very nice quality. The format provides room for significant information. Although, the size is

adequate to fit in a pocketor purse and adds usefulness to the owner.

This book is very nice quality. It's easy to hold in your hands and nice to hold. It does exactly what

it's supposed to do, and that's to keep passwords organized.

Bought it as a gift for my dad. It seems simple and bare-bones for an older crowd, which worked for

our purposes.
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